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Navigate

To move forward and backward in the web player, you can use the arrows displayed 
at the bottom of the pan viewer. Pressing one of the arrows moves the image 1 
frame forward or backward.

If you tap on a dot on the map where you recorded, it will go to the point you 
clicked on. You can see the viewing angle in the red box.

Login

To log in to the web player, go to www.atlant.smartdelta.nl/gis/. At the top right 
you can set your desired language. You can then enter your personal username and 
password to proceed to the web player.

Maps

If you only want to see the streets, satellite images or both, you can set all this by 
clicking on the map button at the bottom left. This leaves you with 4 choices of 
different cards. If you press a card of your choice, the card will change.

preparation
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Different tools in different display options

Also, it is very useful to know that you get different tools in the different display 
options. This is further explained in the heading “Layers”.

Address Search

You can press this button to quickly go to a specific address (house number) / 
neighborhood. With this function you don’t have to look it up yourself and it will 
go there automatically

European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG)

To adjust the European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG), select the EPSG at the 
bottom right of the screen according to your wishes. You can choose from 16 
different coordinates.

If you are logged in, you will see various measurement 
tools at the top of your screen. These can be divided into 
two different groups. This is very important to know in 
advance.
   
Measure     Measure in layers

The first five measure icons

This is for “measuring”. These measurements are not saved and therefore are not 
displayed in the layers. These measurements are for quick measurements that are 
not otherwise applicable.

The last four measure icons

This is for “measure in layers”. These measurements are stored in the layers you 
select. It is best to take the measurements that you want to keep and that apply 
here.

Search

To quickly go to another location in, somewhere in the world, the search bar comes 
in handy. This works just like a search bar in google maps. You can just type in the 
name of the village and then go to it.

preparation
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Measure area

If you want to measure the area of an area in square meters, you can do this by 
using the area Mesurerment tool. This tool is ideal if, for example, you want to 
know how many square meters of new asphalt need to be built. This tool works 
almost the same as measuring length. You can make several points of which he 
must measure the area. The yellow area is what is selected.

Measure height

If you need to know the height of a road sign, for example, to see if it complies 
with the legislation. Then this is easy to do by using the height mesurerment 
tool. The circle must be green for the best result. You can then click with your left 
mouse button on the bottom of the object you want to measure. Then you can 
move your mouse up to the top of the object. When that point is reached, you can 
then press the left mouse button to divide the current height.

Measure
You want to know how high or how wide certain objects are. Then you can use 
one of the measurement tools. Here is an overview of which measuring tools are 
available and in which situation you can use a particular measuring tool.

Measure coordinates

If you need to determine where a manhole cover is, you can use the button to 
measure coordinates and determine the exact location. Once you have selected 
that function, you will see a circle in the pan viewer. Depending on how far you are 
from the circle from the current location, the color is determined. If the circle is 
green then it is the most accurate. If it is orange it is less accurate. If the circle is 
red it is the least accurate. Once you have selected a particular spot with the left 
mouse button, you will see a white dot with its coordinates.

Measure length

To measure lengths in Atlant you can use the tool lenght measure. If you click 
on this tool you will see a circle in the panoviewer, the same as for measuring 
coordinates. For best results, the circle should be green. Now you can click with the 
left mouse button in the panoviewer, this is your starting point. Then you can click 
on the left mouse button again at another point, you can do this as often as you 
want. Once you have selected everything, you can press the right mouse button, the 
length of the entire line you just drawn will be displayed.
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Right Angle

To make a Right Angle you can use the tool Perpendicular Length Measurement. 
This is useful to use if you want to measure exactly the width of a road. If you use 
the normal Length Measurement, you often see that it can be slightly skewed on 
the road. While it looks straight at first when you have made the line.

To use the Perpendicular Length Measurement you must first create a line that is 
perpendicular to the desired line that you want to know the distance from. The 
side of a road, for example, is always perpendicular to the width of the road. In use 
it is the same again as the Length Measurement.

Delete measurement

When you have measured everything and you want to delete all your 
measurements, you can use the Delete Measurement button to delete everything.

measure
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Light Pole

When drawing a lamppost, you can only indicate the coordinates of where a 
lamppost is located. Then when you have selected the layer of the lamppost, you 
can press the pencil with a red dot at the top. When you have selected a lamp post, 
he asks what type it is. 

Line

For drawing the side of the road. It is best to use the layer line. It is only possible 
to draw straight lines. Just like with the line measerment tool. To use the tool, make 
sure you have selected and can see the layer. 

Draw in layers
If you need to map lighting columns, it is best to do this in a layer. Now a number 
of standard layers have already been set

• Light Pole
• Line
• Area

To select a layer to draw in, press the blue box that depicts layers in the top left 
corner. The moment you have clicked on it, a side panel will appear. By default you 
only have the above mentioned layers there. Other layers can be added according 
to your wishes. Then you have to select the layer to draw in and view it. If you have 
selected the layer, a blue bar will appear in front of it (photo). From that moment 
on it is possible to draw in it. 

But to see what you draw you must select the layer to view it. You can do this by 
clicking on the red dot which then turns green.

Open/close tab

Displays all items in a layer, in tabular form.

measure in layers
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Edit vertex

Draw a polyline in a selected layer.

Move geometry

Moves points or polylines in a selected layer.

Garbage bin

Removes all created lines etc. in the selected layer.

Information

 
Displays information about the selected item in a layer.

Selection

Sect items in a layer. CRTL + click selects multiple items.

Area

You can use the best area to select all damage on the road. This is also useful if 
you want to map manhole covers, for example. You can map a specific area. You 
have to make sure that you have selected the layer the layer can use. To do this, 
press on top, after the layer has been selected.

Start drawing

Place a point in the selected layer.

Edit feature

Edit data of an item in the selected layer.
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Heading

This when you start to turn left and right (with your hands), so it’s a rotation 
around the VERTICAL axis.

Roll
 
Roll is when you tilt your head to the left or right. The correct roll is when the 
center of the screen stays in the center, regardless of the roll angle.

Pitch
 
This is when you start spinning your arms around the axis going from your left ear 
to your right ear.

Camera Height

Here you can determine the camera height.

Export
 
The export button is to save the set heading / roll / pitch and camera height as a 
.ank.

Destroy (reset)

This is to go back to the default settings.

Brightness
You can adjust the brightness of the image by dragging the slider to the left or to 

the right. Left in darker and right is lighter.

Zoom
You can adjust the zoom by dragging the slider from left and right, the further you 
go to the right the further it will zoom in.

Fullscreen
This is to view the recording in full screen.

Settings knop button
By pressing the settings button a panel will open, this panel can be moved to any 
desired place on the screen. 

When the panel is open you can change various settings, the language you are 
working in can be set again and there is a button show panorama controls.

Clicking on the show panorama controls button opens another panel. Here you can 
change the camera viewing angle by sitting on the sliders.
The sliders do several things explained on the right.

settings
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Export pointcloud

One color
The liDAR images will all have the same color.

Distance color
The points that are far away will change color, from green to red. This allows you 
to see the distance of objects.

Intensity
The color of the points turns gray.

Point radius
Here you can determine the size of the points by dragging the slider left or right.

Download
Here you can download the liDAR point cloud and print it for example.

Layers

Here you can see the images taken by the camera that you connected at that time.

If you press the arrow you have other options:

Pointcloud

If you have selected this option, additional options will appear in the right screen 
and new measurement options will be displayed in the next sheet. These new 
features are:

Pointcloud
If you select this you will see the liDAR images you have taken.

A slider
With this you can set the distance that it shows the liDAR point cloud, if you have 
the slider all the way to the left it will show less. If you drag it all the way to the 
right, your liDAR point cloud will have a larger area.

Export pointcloud extension is PECAP
If you press this, you will see the liDAR images where you are currently standing 
in another tab. Here you can go around / through it in 3d. Here you also have new 
functions which are explained on the right:

layers
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Multidisplay

From the moment you have opened the multi-display, the pano opens times 3. You 
can now take accurate coordinate measurements. You can now use all measuring 
and drawing tools in any display.

Pointcloud

If you have selected this option, new measurement options will appear, which are 
explained below.

Height mesurement with two points

You can determine the height in the data of the point cloud.

Area mesurement with two points

You can use this to measure an area in the data of the point cloud.

Road profile

If you click on this you can see the cross-section of the road surface.

layers
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The final excel export for the database should have the following markup.

id  = frame-id      ---   filled in by importing data
gid = ?
coordx  = Longitude
coordy = Latitude
dirname = Toplayer folder = xxxx
filename = Sub image folder =yyyy
heading  = Heading
imgname =  Image name
altitude = Altitude
label = ?
durum = ?
pitch = Pitch
roll = Roll
stamp =  Timestamp

Uploading image data

Uploading the image data is done with the aid of an scp uploading 
application like winscp.
You login to the server,  and upload the data to the following location.
/data/images/pano/xxxx/yyyy
xxxx = main image folder for set
yyyy = recording folder for set
xxxx and yyyy will be used in metadata file

Preparing metadata
For preparing the metadata you need the metadata.csv  or any other 
metadata file.
In this example we use the metadata.csv.
You can open the metadata file in excel.
 To open the metadata file in Excel,  start with a blank worksheet.
 Next goto the data tab,  then on the left top  click  from text/csv

The final excel export for the database should have the following markup.

upload data
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Load te panogps layer in Qgis,  alle the loaded travelpaths are visible.
It might be wise to add a map below this i.e. ESRI World Topo, so you can check the 
position of the travelpath.

Open the converted metadata csv file in Qgis. By clicking on the Open Data Source 
Manager icon.
Import the .csv file as a layer.

To generate the .csv  do the create a new empty workbook.
On the first row  set the names of the columns  exactly as stated above.

Now copy the corresponding data from the metadata file to the template.
In the folder dirname  place the  folder you made at xxxx,  and for the filename 
place the folder you made at yyyy.
For image name set rame number and add the extension of the .jpg file  in this 
case  .jpeg

When finished  save the excel workbook,  and export it to .csv

Now open Qgis

Add PostGis connection to server

upload data
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The layer should now be visible as dots in the right location.

Now the travelpath is visible in Qgis.
Select the travelpath.  By clicking on the select features by area icon.

Copy the travelpath by pressing  ctrl-c

Select the panogps layer and toggle for editing

Press ctrl-V  to paste the travelpath to the panogps table.
Then toggle edit mode again to get out of editing the panogps table ,  confirm the 
data upload to the panogps table.

Now the image data is available on the webplayer.

upload data
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